Hayeswood First School
School Council Minutes for 10.1.17
Share the agenda
with the team.

Today we are going to consider things we like and could improve around our school
and get the pupil questionnaire ready

Discussion
WAT Anti-Bullying

Eleanor fed back about her meeting at ST
Non
Michael's where she was filmed by a Bournemouth
University Student on Anti-Bullying. They fed back
their ideas about what we do in school to prevent
bullying and we look forward to seeing the video.
Discussion about the library and ICT area was
held. The good things and things that could be
improved. THe children then split into two groups
and went for a walk around making notes. (see
below)

Actions before next
meeting

Action to be taken.

Mrs Fairman to feed back to mrs
Gerrett

To be rolled over
Children to speak to their own
Mrs Fairman gave the councillors a new copy of
classes
the children’s questionnaire and asked them to
complete it with their class ready to bring back to
the next meeting. This activity is being repeated as
in the rush of Christmas some were not completed
and others were misplaced.

Actions requested by None
Mrs Gerrett

Any Other
Business

The school council pockets were reviewed and nobody had found any ‘tokens’ in
their pockets

Next Meeting Date Tuesday 17th January - E-safety - Miss Bartlett to attend

Review of school environment - ICT Suite and Library School Council 2017
Good points:
● Decorations are inviting and fun, it makes you want to visit the library
● The labels and signs are clear and easy to read making the Library a useful space in
school
● There are enough computers for everyone to use
Improvements:
● The headphones need to be checked and mended
● Library books are sometimes missing labels making it difficult to find them
● The computers have shut down whilst year four were working with a message saying ‘no
more storage’ the children suggested we invest in more storage for the computers
● Displays in the ICT suit are a little bit confusing and not relevant. The children suggested
the display was a prompt for what to do when something goes wrong. Eg to print with
colour etc
● More non fiction books related to topics we are doing in class

